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1.0.

Spinning Reserves in System Operation

Importance of spinning reserves in the system operation was reiterated by Hon’ble CERC in
several documents and orders, including the last order dated 13th October 2015 on
Roadmap to Operationalise Spinning Reserves and the Report of the Committee on Spinning
Reserves. For the sake of completeness, key points are being recapitulated in this section.
Hon’ble CERC expressed their view that the Indian power sector was beset with scarcity for
a long time, and that the old scenario is now changing and margin for reserves is feasible.
With a large interconnected grid meeting a peak load in the range of 160 GW, both primary
and secondary controls are essential components for reliable grid operation.
Sudden disturbances in the Power System can initiate a steep fall or rise in the frequency of
the Power System, which can be detrimental to the Power System operation, if not
contained immediately. The immediate arrest of the sudden fall of rise of the frequency of
the Power System also needs Real Power reserves which respond almost instantaneously
with the frequency change, popularly called as ‘Primary response from the generators’. In
the absence of Primary Control Response, such large disturbances will have to be handled
by automatic load disconnection, which is undesirable. Primary Response is already
mandated for generators as per Indian Electricity Grid Code (IEGC).
Secondary control is the control area wise automatic control which delivers reserve power
in order to bring back the frequency and the area interchange programs to their target
values. In doing so, the delivered primary control reserves are restored on those machines
which have contributed to primary response.
Tertiary control is the manual change in the dispatching and unit commitment in order to
restore the secondary control reserve, to manage eventual congestions, and to bring back
the frequency and the interchange programs to their target if the secondary control reserve
is not sufficient. Tertiary control therefore, refers to rescheduling of generation to take care
of deviations in a planned manner during real time operation and leads to restoration of
primary control and secondary control reserve margins. Primary, Secondary and Tertiary
controls are identified as essential components for reliable grid operation. Summary of
Reserves earmarked by the Hon’ble Commission is given hereunder.
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Primary Reserves
(Distributed in All India
Generators)
4000 MW Primary
Reserve to arrest the
sudden frequency drop
during outage of Ultra
Mega Power Plant or any
similar event.

Secondary Reserves
Region wise
Region
North
East
West
South
North East
Total

Reserve (in MW)
800 MW
660 MW
800 MW
1000 MW
363 MW
3623 MW

Note: The quantum indicated above might change in future with increasing Renewable Energy (RE)
penetration as per the Report of the Committee on Spinning Reserves

Tertiary Reserves at intra state level
Region wise summation
Region
Reserve (in MW)
North
1658 MW
East
857 MW
West
1353 MW
South
1343 MW
North East
65 MW
Total
5218 MW
To ensure 24x7 power supply and grid reliability, grid operators must have access to
reserves at different locations in the grid. To implement Secondary control, some basic
infrastructure would be needed. Units have to be equipped to operate under AGC
(Automatic Generation Control) and both sides communication between Load Despatch
Centres (LDCs) and generators has to be provided. AGC (Automatic Generation Control)
software is needed to implement and handle the calculations, as this is an automatic
process.
The Hon'ble Commission directed NLDC/POSOCO to submit a detailed procedure to
operationalize reserves in the country vide order dated 13th Oct 2015. In this connection, an
outline procedure was submitted by POSOCO to CERC vide letter dated 15th December 2015.
In the outline procedure, POSOCO proposed to take up a pilot project with one of the NTPC
plants in a region based on which further activities could be taken up. AGC pilot project
details are provided in the latter pages. Central Electricity Regulatory Commission (Ancillary
Services Operations) Regulations, 2015 were implemented from 12 th April 2016 and the
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time frame of operation which is of the order of several minutes to few hours falls under
tertiary control.

2.0.

Ancillary Services experience

An Ancillary Service product which is a manual fast to slow tertiary control of ISGS
generation has already been introduced by CERC.
Experience with Fast Tertiary Reserve Ancillary Service
CERC (Ancillary Services Operations) Regulations were notified on 13 th August, 2015.
Ancillary Services that consist of either Regulation Down Service or Regulation Up Service
have been defined as "Reserves Regulation Ancillary Services or RRAS". The objective of
these regulations is to restore the frequency at desired level and to relieve the congestion in
the transmission network. CERC, in February 2016, set the mark-up for participation in
Regulation ‘Up’ RRAS at 50 paise/kWh. The Detailed Procedure was also approved by CERC
on 10th March 2016. Ancillary Services were launched by the Nodal Agency i.e. NLDC in
coordination with RLDCs on 12th April, 2016. Pan-India 49 Nos. of Reserve Regulation
Ancillary Service (RRAS) providers with different fuel types are participating under RRAS
with total installed capacity of 52,500 MW. The un-despatched surplus of the RRAS
Providers is a key factor for the operationalization of Ancillary Services. The generating
stations are also presently being incentivized for participating in Ancillary Service
framework.
Based on the experience gained after six months of operation, a detailed Half Year Analysis
and Feedback on RRAS Implementation in Indian Grid covering implementation aspects and
challenges was submitted for perusal of the Hon'ble Commission and further directions. The
same is available in POSOCO website at https://posoco.in/download/half-year-feedback-tocerc/?wpdmdl=8916
Drawing from the experience till now, it is proposed that the Secondary control through
AGC and tertiary control in India may be brought under the general umbrella of Ancillary
Services.
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3.0.

AGC Pilot Project

POSOCO had organized a two day discussion-cum-brainstorming session on implementation
of AGC in Indian Power System at Delhi on 19th and 20th January 2016. Representatives from
CERC, CEA, POWERGRID, NTPC and POSOCO participated in the above meeting. Professor
Anjan Bose, from Washington State University presided over these sessions. Four Energy
Management System (EMS) vendors had also been invited to demonstrate the functionality
of their AGC software/hardware; three vendors presented the details of their software.
As a broad area of convergence after the two day session, a pilot project in each region was
agreed to be initiated to cover coal fired, gas based stations and storage hydro power
stations. It was also discussed and agreed that generic technical specification should also be
finalized under the proposed pilot project. Accordingly, summary of the discussion-cumbrainstorming meeting, along with the short term action points were communicated to
CERC vide letter dated 15th March 2016. The copy of the same is attached as Annexe-I. The
same had also been communicated to the members of the Forum of Load Despatchers
(FOLD) in its 16th meeting held on 2nd March 2016.
During the discussion with NTPC representatives in the above said meeting, NTPC Dadri
stage-II was suggested by them for implementation of the first AGC pilot project keeping in
view the proximity and ease of implementation to execute the field level implementation
process and considering the high probability of reserve availability.
Accordingly, a team from POSOCO, POWERGRID and M/s Siemens visited NTPC Dadri on 6 th
May 2016 to explore the ground level requirements/issues (if any) in the implementation of
Automatic Generation Control (AGC) at NTPC Dadri as a pilot project. Representatives from
NTPC demonstrated about the existing plant level control system and also discussed about
the requirements at plant level. The visit summary is attached as Annexe-II.
The proposed AGC pilot project shall be operated from NLDC along with the required
hardware and software to be installed at NLDC and NTPC Dadri Stage II. From the
experience of the brainstorming meetings, plant visit and internal discussions, detailed
technical specifications of the pilot AGC project are prepared by NLDC. The same is provided
in Annexe-III. The AGC software would be integrated with the existing SCADA system at
NLDC and data exchange would take place accordingly. The modelling of generating
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station/units with the static and dynamic data needs to be configured along with the
desired real-time data in the proposed AGC software.
Bids were invited and M/S Siemens emerged as the successful bidder. Letter of Award (LOA)
was issued to M/S Siemens on 18th January 2017 to start the execution of the AGC pilot
project. Same is attached as Annexe-IV. Secondary control of different control areas viz. five
regions in India was proposed for operation from NLDC, considering the future EMS
upgradation project at NLDC. During the course of interaction with the vendors, it was
observed that that this type of philosophy (5 AGCs located at a single control centre) is
almost a first of its kind of experience for all the major vendors and some effort had to be
placed in convincing the vendors about the feasibility of this type of set up in India. Also,
fibre optic communication from the nearest existing communication hub till the Generating
Plant to be under AGC was identified as one of the costliest components of the full scale
AGC Project. For two way communication, IEC 104 protocol was used. Cyber Security was
ensured through appropriate router configurations, firewalls and antivirus softwares.
A mock test was successfully conducted on 29th June 2017 and it yielded desired results.
Results of the mock test and implemented philosophy of the pilot project at NTPC Dadri StgII are given as Annexe-V. Petition no. 79/RC/2017 filed in this matter by POSOCO with
Hon’ble Commission is also scheduled for hearing in July 2017.
From the experience, it is felt that full scale implementation of secondary control through
AGC is feasible in Indian power system and can be rolled out in a 2-3 year time frame in line
with the methodology indicated in the subsequent chapters.
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4.0.

Implementation Plan for Reserves

Reserves recommended by CERC for secondary and tertiary control are proposed to be
operationalized in line with the present Ancillary Services regulations. There is already an
existing Ancillary Service mechanism in India which contributes for tertiary control of the
ISGS in India faster than the normal scheduling process of ISGS. Considering the experience
with Ancillary Services and the AGC Pilot Project implementation, it is proposed that
Secondary control in India may also be brought under the general umbrella of Ancillary
Services.

Ancillary
Services

Existing Fast
Tertiary control
of ISGS

Secondary
Control of ISGS
(AGC)

The main difference between the existing Fast Tertiary Control and the proposed Secondary
Control through AGC is that an elaborate technical setup at NLDC and plant level would be
needed for AGC. The time frame of operation of Fast Tertiary Control is in the range of few
time blocks (greater than or equal to 15 minutes) and that of AGC would be in the range of
few minutes. Tertiary control is at present being implemented on all thermal Inter State
Generating Stations (ISGS) whose tariff is determined or adopted by CERC and to add other
regional entity generators into the ambit, scheduling software has to be changed and other
protocols have to be established. To add a generator to secondary control, necessary
hardware/software infrastructure is needed at plant level as well as the EMS at NLDC.
Overall both products are required for better system operation.
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4.1.

Secondary Reserves

Secondary Reserves quantum, mandated by CERC, is given in the table below.
Secondary Reserves quantum needed in MW
(Region wise)
NR

800

ER

660

WR
SR
NER
Total

800
1000
363
3623

It is suggested that the pan India AGC implementation is done in the following
manner:
Phase-I
To start with, all the ISGS generators whose tariff is regulated / adopted by CERC are
proposed to be made capable of participating in secondary control. The tariff rate for
these generators is already available, there are fewer communication issues, and
Ancillary Services Framework is available for settlement (without the refund of fixed
charges as mentioned in the Half Yearly Feedback on Ancillary Services) and is
expected to be dispute free. However, availability of the full quantum of reserves as
mandated by CERC may be an issue as described in the subsequent paragraphs
Phase-II
To improve the availability of Reserves, all Regional Entity generating stations
scheduled by RLDCs (over and above the Phase-I power stations mentioned above)
can be made capable of participating in secondary control. But, Declared Capability
(DC) at present is not taken from these generating stations by RLDCs. Some
Independent Power Producers (IPPs) have part PPA (Power Purchase Agreement)
and part merchant contracts. Tariff for these generators has to be decided and
agreed upon apriori for secondary control participation of these generators. DC and
Schedule have to be obtained from these generators similar to Central Sector
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generating stations for reserve estimation. Many of these regional entity generating
stations operate in the day ahead energy market and the day ahead prices play a
significant role on the status of these generating units as far as availability to the grid
at any instant. Low prices in the Day Ahead Market (DAM) on a sustained basis may
lead to all these units remaining off the grid.
List of all Regional Entity generators with details is given as Annexe-VI.
Essential requirements for Secondary Control through AGC:

For the Regional entities to be equipped under Secondary Control, the mandatory
requirements include:
i.

Shall bear the cost of secondary control hardware at the plant end including the
cost of the fibre optic cable from the plant control room to the nearest
communication node.

ii. Shall share DC and Schedule like ISGS generators on day ahead basis and
subsequent revisions with RLDCs.
iii. Payment for the energy and incentive will be as decided by the Hon’ble
Commission.
iv. The generating units shall have working control systems for turbine, boiler and
governor. Governor response plots/graphs of past incidents have to be
submitted to RLDC.
v. Existing wide band communication node within a radius below 30-40 km from
the plant to communicate with the nearest RLDC. Distance need not be a binding
limitation and can be seen on case to case basis based on the merit. (Detailed
survey is given in Annexe-VI)
CERC has mandated to carry a total of 3623 MW secondary reserves combined in all
Regions. Detailed graphs regarding the trend of Un Requisitioned Surplus (URS) on bar of
every region from April 2016 – March 2017 are given below. It was observed that Northern
Region (NR) and Western Region (WR) have considerable URS on bar for 90% of the time.
But, Southern Region (SR), Eastern Region (ER) and North Eastern Region (NER) have very
less Un Requisitioned Surplus for most time of the day as observed from the duration curves
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and cannot provide the CERC designated Reserves from URS alone. Plant wise duration
curves of URS is given as Annexe-VII.
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Regional cases:
i. Case of Southern Region
SR has very less Un Requisitioned Surplus for most time of the day as observed from
the duration curves. It should be noted that for a typical day, SR Area Control Error
(ACE) lies in between +/-1500 MW during contingencies and +/-500 MW under normal
conditions. Considering new generation getting commissioned in SR, the overall
availability of reserves in future may not be a problem. Apart from this, the
augmentation of transmission system towards SR (6000 MW Raigarh-Pugalur HVDC
bipole) over the next 2-3 years will lead to a situation where there would be
considerable quantum of URS within Southern region.
ii. Case of North Eastern Region
While NER has little URS from thermal power stations for most of the time, it has huge
hydro resources which can be utilised for AGC. The Renewable Energy (RE) penetration
within NER in terms of solar and wind would be minimal and it is expected that with
better load forecast and scheduling, the Area Control Error (ACE) for NER should be
minimal and taken care of by AGC.
iii. Case of Eastern Region
Eastern Region also has minimal URS for 75% of the time. The situation would undergo
a change as many other generating stations at the Inter State level would be getting
commissioned over the next two years and the required quantum of reserves would be
available.
iv. Case of Western Region and Northern Region
As indicated above, NR and WR have significant quantum of URS most of the time
which could be used for AGC.
4.1.1. Dispatch of Secondary Reserves
Reserves shall be identified and despatched from NLDC based on grid conditions. At present,
there are only few intra-regional transmission constraints coupled with Regional Entity
generation. During such a case, for example dispatch of Singrauli leading to transmission
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constraint on intra-regional 400 kV Singrauli – Anpara S/C, dispatch instructions through
AGC to generators will be adjusted by NLDC factoring the constraints (Primary constraints
will be taken care of in the Base Case dispatch itself and contingency cases will be handled
through Ancillary).
List of the generators connected through AGC, the maximum reserve that can be dispatched
through AGC from these generators, and generator parameters will be monitored in real
time at NLDC/RLDCs along with transmission for deciding the participation. In case of overflowing ISGS hydro generating at overload, the parameters would already be available at
NLDC AGC and regulation down could be avoided for these power plants through the AGC
software. If sufficient reserves are absent in any region, an alarm shall be raised and a log
shall be registered denoting Reserve Deficiency. Historically from the trend during those
particular timings when the Reserve availability is low (does not meet the CERC guideline),
reserves will be identified by POSOCO following a look ahead approach for starting the AGC
compatible units presently under Reserve Shut Down (RSD) considering the time for startup. Proposed payment mechanism for AGC services provided by generators is given in
Section-5.
Note: The new environmental norms were issued by MOEF & CC in December 2015 wherein
the SOx, NOx and Particulate Matter (PM) emission limits were revised. These new norms
are required to be implemented w.e.f 7th Dec 2017. Units which do not have space for Flue
Gas Desulphurisation (FGD) units, if required to be phased out in future might lead to
further revision of this spinning reserves implementation plan.
4.1.2. Replenishment of Secondary Reserves
After the action of secondary control, in order to replenish the secondary control and to be
ready for the next contingency, the used secondary reserves have to be restored as soon as
possible. Tertiary control in the present context refers to manual change in the dispatching
and unit commitment in order to restore the secondary control reserve, as loss of generator
may cause a system contingency that lasts for several hours. This tertiary control can be
done by the existing Fast Tertiary control of ISGS and/or by re-dispatching the generation
schedules of the States which have shares in the contingent generator. If the State which
has share (full or partial) in the contingent generator does not balance its load-generation
portfolio within 90 minutes, then that would be treated as a case of Reserve Deficiency.
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4.2.

Tertiary Reserves

As per the CERC order on Spinning Reserves, tertiary reserves should be maintained by each
state control area for at least 50% of the largest generating unit available in the state
control area.

Tertiary Reserves (Consolidated Region wise summation)
CERC proposed Reserves to be maintained at intra state level
Region
Reserve (in MW)
North
1658 MW
East
857 MW
West
1353 MW
South
1343 MW
North East
65 MW
Total
5218 MW
This may not be feasible with the present framework of accounting and settlement in the
states. The “Scheduling, Accounting, Metering and Settlement of Transactions in Electricity
(SAMAST)” by the Forum of Regulators (FOR) also recommends the same. CERC Ancillary
Services Operations Regulations have provided for replication of the framework at
intrastate level. Therefore, all the states especially the RE-rich states must introduce and
replicate this regulated framework before introduction of market in the Ancillary Services. It
is essential to bring more generators so as to create a critical mass in the ambit of Ancillary
before bringing market based procurement of Ancillary services.
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5.0.

Payment for Reserves

While several methods exist worldwide for compensating generating stations providing
secondary regulation services through AGC considering opportunity costs, a simple method
is required considering that the power plant is under CERC’s jurisdiction as far as tariff is
concerned, its fixed cost liability is being shared by the beneficiaries and little opportunity
cost is involved in bringing this plant under AGC. To ensure the accounting and settlement
of the energy and power under Automatic Generation Control (AGC) and continuous
operation of the project, the following is proposed
i.

For AGC MWh computed (from the AGC system at NLDC) for each 15 minutes / 5
minutes time block, a suitable mark-up (25-50 paise/kWh) shall be payable to
Generating Plant from Regional DSM pool for both positive AGC MWh generation
and negative AGC MWh reduction. This is similar to mileage payments made in other
systems worldwide.

ii.

Aggregated AGC (incremental /decremental MW) signals over 15 minutes / 5
minutes would be logged in MWh at NLDC/RLDC and the Generating Plant as AGC
MWh. Generating plant will send its AGC MWh account every week to RLDC/NLDC.
This should ideally be close to S no i) above.

iii.

AGC MWh logs would be forwarded to RPC secretariat on weekly basis to RPC
through RLDC.

iv.

Energy produced due to AGC signals (the AGC MWh for each 15 minutes / 5 minutes
time block) should be duly factored while working out the deviations from the
schedule. Deviation in MWh for every 15-minute time block would be worked out as
MWh deviation = (Actual MWh)-(Scheduled MWh)-(AGC MWh) which would be
settled as per the existing Deviation Settlement Mechanism (DSM) Regulations.

v.

For AGC MWh increase computed during every 15 minutes / 5 minutes time block,
payment shall be made based on variable charges submitted to the RPC by
Generating Plant under RRAS Regulations. Payment would be made from the
Regional DSM pool.
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vi.

For AGC MWh reduction computed during a 15 minutes / 5 minutes time block,
Generating Plant shall pay as per the same variable charges above to the Regional
DSM pool.

6.0.

Monitoring and reporting non-performance

AGC signals sent from NLDC to the generators must be followed by the generators strictly. If
the AGC systems at NLDC and generator are properly tuned with each other, then the
performance of the plant will be in good synchronism with the AGC signals over a period of
time block. AGC MWh computations are possible both at the power plant end as well as at
NLDC end. These would be compared periodically. It is also possible to track the AGC set
point values along with the actual generation by the plant and observe how closely the plant
is responding to the AGC signals. The actual response could vary in real time in case of
primary response and/or other plant level problems. A statistical performance metric could
be generated in course of time and used suitably for regulation payments.
Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) would be installed by the Regional Entity generators on
the generator terminals for monitoring the generator behaviour during different
contingencies in the system.

7.0.

Estimated cost of the proposed AGC Project

The cost of equipment at plant level (all 150 regional entity stations including hydro and
nuclear) for implementing AGC would be of the order of Rs. 50-100 lakhs per plant
depending on the optical fibre cabling within the plant. This would be a minimal investment
which could be easily absorbed by the plants as it provides an opportunity for additional
revenue stream through regulation services.
The following were the heads under which cost was incurred at Plant level in the AGC Pilot
Project at NTPC Dadri:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Control Logic Unit
Router cum firewall
Racks
Engineering Services
Two sets of GI pipe and Fibre optic cable from the nearest wide band node to
the power plant
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6. Labour for laying path/trench
Of these, s.no.5 (GI pipe insulated fibre optic cable) was the costliest item (75% of the total
cost). The total cost incurred was around Rs. 60 lakhs including taxes at the plant end.
For equipment at NLDC end, the EMS system is under upgradation and is expected to be in
place by 2019-20. This includes AGC software and hardware also. The implementation time
is expected to be 3-4 years viz. by 2020-21; India will be ready with full-fledged AGC to take
on the challenge of high RE penetration.
Considering the excellent controllability of power electronic devices and the nominal cost of
the AGC setup, RE resources like wind and solar might also be wired for AGC. This would be
useful for regulation in cases of extreme dispatch scenarios when we run out of secondary
reserves and/or emergencies if RE is to be curtailed. Tehri Pumped storage plant may also
be operational by 2019 and it can also be included in the AGC project.
The existing communication backbone from NLDC/RLDC to the nearest wideband node has
to be made available through coordination with Central Transmission Utility (CTU). IEC 104
protocol will be used for two way communication from RLDC/NLDC to the plant unit control
system in the AGC project. Data is being transferred till date through IEC 101 protocol to
RLDC/NLDC from the field. Cyber Security will be ascertained through appropriate Router
configurations, Firewalls and Antivirus software.
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8.0.

Estimated cost of secondary regulation services

The payments required to be made for secondary regulation through AGC were estimated
for the day of 1st July 2017. On that day, Frequency remained between 49.90-50.05 Hz band
for nearly 85% of the time and average frequency 50.00 Hz with standard deviation less
than 0.05 Hz.
The payment for secondary regulation has been worked out in two ways; the first method
considers the entire All India system as one large balancing area to be corrected only for
frequency. In this case, the numbers worked out considering 8000 MW/Hz Frequency
Response Characteristics (FRC) is as under:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Regulation UP through AGC
Regulation DOWN through AGC
Net energy (i-ii)
Net energy payments @ Rs. 3.40/kWh
Mileage (i + ii)
Mark up for mileage @ 50 paise/kWh

:
:
:
:
:
:

4208 MWh
3289 MWh
919 MWh UP
INR 31 Lakhs
7497 MWh
INR 38 lakhs

In the second method, similar calculations were done for 1st July 2017 considering each
region as a balancing area. The same is indicated in the Table below. It would be observed
from the same that the mark up payment is of the order of INR 2 crores per day.
It is expected that since both regulation up and regulation down would be required on daily
basis, the net energy should be close to zero on an annual basis. However, the payments on
account of markup could range from INR 40 lakhs to INR 2 crores per day @ 50 paise/kWh.
This would depend mainly on the forecast errors for load as well as Renewable Energy (RE)
resources besides any contingency in respect of conventional generation.
The net energy over a period of time will be negligible. If in case a lot of Reserve energy gets
consumed (continuous Regulation Up signal by AGC), it is a direct signal that Base Case
scheduling has to be revised in that particular region and if needed, the units under Reserve
Shut Down (RSD) must be brought online where Reserve energy is being consumed.
Conversely, if in case the AGC signal is always Regulation Down, it is a direct signal that Base
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Case scheduling has to be revised in that particular region and if needed units can be taken
under RSD.
Hence the secondary reserves of the order of 3600 MW as per the CERC roadmap would be
a good starting point. On a normal day when forecast errors are low, it is possible that we
may not need to utilize the entire 3600 MW. However, there could be a few days in a year
when this quantum could get exhausted. Such days would be carefully analysed to assess
the reserve requirement for future. Proper forecasting (load as well as RE generation) and
scheduling becomes extremely important else the pressure would come on regulation
services. A close watch would have to be kept on forecast errors for load and RE as the
quantum of reserves required would depend directly on the same.
S.No.
(Formula)

Parameter

Account for 1st July 2017 considering each region as a balancing area
NR

WR

SR

ER

NER

Total

2582

3127

3473

3117

109

12409

B

Total AGC MWh
UP
Total AGC MWh
Down

-8120

-3104

-4051

-9868

-3870

-29012

C= |A| + |B|

Total AGC MWh
UP & Down

10702

6231

7524

12985

3979

41421

-5538

24

-578

-6751

-3760

-16603

-18830401

81051

-1964967

-22951780

-12784950

-56451046

5350890

3115520

3762173

6492318

1989515

20710416

A

D=A+B

E
=Dx1000x3.4

F = C x 0.5 x
1000)

Total net AGC
MWh (+ means
up and - means
down)
Payment for
Energy (+ means
station will be
paid from DSM
pool and – means
station pays to
DSM pool @
variable cost Rs.
3.4 ) in Rs
Incentive @ Rs.
0.5 mark up for
both up and
down regulation
in Rs
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9.0.

International scenario in comparison with India

Table below indicates the practices followed for primary, secondary and tertiary frequency controls in the large systems worldwide.

Approx
System
size

Mandate
d?

Primary
Frequency
Control

Max.
Droop
setting of
Generato
rs
Approxim
ate
Target
Frequenc
y
Response
Character
istic (FRC)
in
MW/Hz

ERCOT

MISO

PJM

CAISO

NYISO

ENTSO-E /
UCTE

Japan (TEPCO)

India
(Proposed)

70 GW

125 GW

150 GW

50 GW

40 GW

400 GW

90 GW

150 GW

Mandato
ry

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory

5%

5%

4%

3% to 6%

NA

8000 MW/Hz
(at present)
Target 15000
MW/Hz
proposed by
POSOCO in
IEGC-V
amendment
comments

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory

FERC Okayed
CAISO Frequency
Response
Contract Terms in
Feb 2017.
Implementation
under progress.

5%

5%

5%

5%

NA

NA

15000 MW/Hz

2200 MW/Hz

NA

20000
MW/Hz
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ERCOT

Main
Purpose

MISO

PJM

CAISO

NYISO

ENTSO-E /
UCTE

Japan (TEPCO)

Mainly for
handling
Contingencies
and Load
following
during high
load ramping
periods with
Thermal units.
Regulation
response will
be more
effective if
Gas, Hydro
and Inverter
based
generation
are included

Contingencies, Load following during high net load ramping periods and minute to minute Regulation

Secondary
Frequency
Control

Is
Governor
control
necessary
for
participat
ion?

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

India
(Proposed)

No

At least one of
Turbine
control, Boiler
control or
Coordinated
Master
Control must
exist. Digital
Control
system or an
Analog
Control
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ERCOT

MISO

PJM

CAISO

NYISO

ENTSO-E /
UCTE

Japan (TEPCO)

India
(Proposed)

system must
exist to take
the Load Set
Point.
Approx
Quantity
of
Secondar
y Reserve

2000 MW9000 MW
(based on
season)

A maximum
of 13.75%
Method
based on
employed probabilistic
for
analysis
deciding
completed in
the
2010
Quantum (including
Demand
response)

NA

40%*(
minumum
of the
largest
difference
between
the
Resource
MW lost
and the
resulting
import
capability
of each
zone)

2000 MW

A minimum of(
1.1 % of the Peak
Demand) +
Probabilistic
calculation on
typical days and
hours

2000 MW

50% * max (50%
P_hydro + 7 %
P_other
generation;P_larg
est contingency)+
P_non-firm import

NA

NA

3000 MW

GrafHaubrichmethod
(convoluted
deviations of
Power plant
failures,
Wind
forecast
errors, PV
forecast
errors, Load
forecast
errors,
Fluctuations
within an
imbalance
settlement
period)

4000 MW

3600 MW

1.9%(Max unit
size)+2.5%(Dema
nd Deviation
from Average
Demand)+2.8%(A
ctual minus
Forecast
Demand)

P_largest unit
contingency
of each
control area
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Separate
markets
for up
and down
regulatio
n?
Max time
to deliver
nominate
d
capacity?
Controlle
r type
Value of
proportio
nal term
Value of
integral
term

Tertiary
Frequency
Control

Is
Governor
control
necessary
for
participat
ion?

ERCOT

MISO

PJM

CAISO

NYISO

ENTSO-E /
UCTE

Japan (TEPCO)

India
(Proposed)

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

10 min

5 min

5 min

10 min

5 min

15 min

5 min

5 min to 15
min (time
block)

NA

PI

PI

NA

NA

PI or I

NA

PI

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

0-0.5

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

100 s

NA

NA

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No
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Max time
to deliver
nominate
d
synchroni
zed
capacity?
Max time
to deliver
nominate
d non
synchroni
zed
capacity?

ERCOT

MISO

PJM

CAISO

NYISO

ENTSO-E /
UCTE

Japan (TEPCO)

India
(Proposed)

10 min

10 min

10 min

10 min

10 min

15 min

15 min

30 min-60 min

NA

60 min

NA

30 min

NA

NA

15 min - 3 hrs

NA

NA: Data not available
Note: Data obtained from respective ISO websites and survey reports available in public domain. Data and terminology generalised for relative comparison
purpose. Key Sources: i) FERC Order 755, ii) Survey by SANDIA labs Project Report: A Survey of Operating Reserve Markets in U.S. ISO/RTO-managed Electric
Energy Regions 2012 iii) Operating reserves and variable generation, Technical Report by NREL, August 2011, iV) ISO websites
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10.0. Capacity building and Manpower requirement
It is proposed that a dedicated two person shift at NLDC may supervise the AGC dispatch. In
case of transmission constraints, appropriate action will be initiated to change the
participation of the generators under AGC. Feedback suggestions to revise the Base Case
dispatch can also be initiated. So, an additional eight persons for three shifts plus one
reserve shift are needed for real time operations. The eight member team must be trained
in SCADA (input to AGC), AGC software operation and System Operation. A two member
team trained in accounting is needed to take care of the accounting and settlement with
RPCs/Generators and to monitor the performance of AGC. A two member team well trained
in AGC software modelling, AGC operation, SCADA and System Operation is needed to make
major software changes, add new generators and to perform post-despatch analysis. A two
person team to handle AGC cyber security and Information Technology (IT) related issues
are needed. A total of at least 14 members are needed for smooth running of the AGC
project to handle the different fields of the AGC project.

11.0. Conclusions
The salient features in the roadmap for Automatic Generation Control (AGC) identified in
this report are:
i.

Need to cover all the regional entity power plants whose tariff is determined or
adopted by CERC so that there is adequate quantum of reserves available most of
the time and no specific reserves be earmarked in advance at any particular station.

ii.

No explicit opportunity cost payment for AGC in view of the fact that the fixed costs
are already paid for by the beneficiaries.

iii.

Minimal investment of Rs. 50 -110 lakhs at power plant level which can be fully
recovered within a year by the regional entity generator through AGC regulation
services. This assumes that most of the power plants are covered through the optical
fibre network of the Cenral Transmisison Utility (CTU).

iv.

Mark up costs in paise/kWh could be paid to the generators under AGC based on the
5-minute average MWh regulation as derived from the AGC server at NLDC.
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v.

Forecasting errors as well as optimal scheduling becomes extremely important so
that adequate reserves are available most of the time for AGC. The quantum of
reserves required would be reviewed based on the actual data.

12.0. Future Scope
As this is a beginning step in the Automatic Generation Control and related Ancillary
Services, some aspects have been kept for future improvement scope.
i.

Implementation of SAMAST (or similar) reforms for metering and settlement at
intra state level is a prerequisite for the States to participate in Tertiary Control
for the replenishment of Secondary Reserves. At a later date, resources at intra
state level could also be used for secondary regulation with suitable adjustments
in the scheduling process.

ii. Payment for the generator as per the performance and ability to track the AGC
signal similar to the discussion in the FERC 755 Order has to be looked at. As per
that, fast ramping and better AGC signal tracking generators would be paid more
than slow generators. But, a minimum payment is assured to all the participating
generators
as
per
regulatory
norms.
It
is
available
at
https://www.ferc.gov/whats-new/comm-meet/2011/102011/E-28.pdf.
Scope should also exist for Non Generator Resources like battery storage,
demand response etc.
iii. In the AGC control mechanism the target frequency is 50 Hz. From the frequency
profile over the years since 2013 (attached as Annexe-VIII) it can be observed
that the interventions of DSM tariff have led to considerable improvement. As
the proposed source of the mark up for regulation services is the DSM pool, DSM
tariff rates might have to be suitably rationalised while operating the grid in a
tight frequency band.
iv. International interconnections
India is also connected with Bhutan, Bangladesh, Nepal and Myanmar at present
through transmission. International interconnections can also be added in future
to the AGC project and the international tie line flows have to be controlled by
both India and the connected neighbouring countries. Area Control Error (ACE)
needs to be calculated for all regions including neighbouring countries.. The
cross border regulations under the examination of the Commission could
suitably study this issue.
v. For primary control of frequency, petition 84/MP/2014 is pending before CERC.
Frequency Response Characteristics (FRC) is being worked out and quarterly
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reports submitted to CERC. Over the last three years the FRC has improved from
6000 MW/Hz to 9000 MW/Hz approx. today. All units must compulsorily provide
primary response and RGMO needs to be phased out gradually.
vi. For further integration of RE, the following steps are important:
a. Notification of CEA Technical Standards for Connectivity to the grid to cover RE
generators in respect of LVRT, HVRT, primary and secondary response, reactive
power support etc.
b. Implementing SAMAST at intra state level including for RE generators.
c. 55% technical minimum for thermal implemented at intra state level also.
d. Ramp up/ramp down rates as well as minimum uptime and downtime for
thermal to be specified in the Regulations and incentivized to get flexibility.
e. CEA’s opinion sought if certain coal fired units could go down to 40%.
f. Forecasting and Scheduling of RE as well as load forecast with improved accuracy.
g. Regional cooperation to facilitate access to balancing resources over a wider area
within a region.
h. Move to 5-minute dispatch and settlement.

******************
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Annexe - I
Summary of the discussion of the brainstorming
meeting communicated to CERC
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CIN No. : U40105DL2009GOI188682
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Brainstorming session on 19th and 20th Jan 2016 at POSOCO, NLDC, New Delhi on
implementation of Automatic Generation Control (AGC)

1.0

Background:

A two day meeting cum brainstorming session was held on 19th and 20th Jan 2015 at NLDC,
New Delhi on the topic of implementation of Automatic Generation Control (AGC). Representatives
from NTPC Ltd., Central Electricity Regulatory Commission (CERC), Central Electricity Authority (CEA),
POWERGRID and POSOCO attended the meeting. Mr. P.P. Francis, ex-NTPC professional, also attended
the meeting on 19th Jan 2016 and gave valuable inputs. The list of participants is enclosed at Annexe-I.
Executives from ERLDC, WRLDC, NERLDC and SRLDC also participated through Video Conference (VC).
Professor Anjan Bose, Regents Professor, Washington State University presided over the two
day session. CEO, POSOCO, in his opening remarks, stated that all the discussions are required from
practical implementation point of view. The objective should be to have a prototype, learn from the
experience, gain confidence and make it gradually better.
Professor Anjan Bose stated that the most important thing to target at this time is to make
something work on the Indian grid that meets all the requirements for frequency control as laid out in
the rulings of the CERC. Such a prototype system doesn’t have to be comprehensive or the most
efficient; the key issue is to demonstrate that it works. It needs to be appreciated that the Indian grid is
a big and complex one and completely interconnected, so complete implementation of a smooth
running frequency control will take time and learning.
With these opening remarks, the presentations and discussion followed.

2.0

Presentations made in the two day meeting

POSOCO’s presentation covered the salient features of the 13th October 2015 order of CERC on spinning
reserves and the communication dated 15th Dec 2015 from POSOCO to CERC outlining the broad areas
of implementation which needed a broad agreement. A copy of POSOCO’s presentation is enclosed at
Annexe-II.
NTPC’s presentation covered on the need to keep higher variable cost generating stations on AGC,
availability of Coordinated Master Control (CMC) as a necessary requirement for placing units on AGC
and the associated higher O & M costs and Heat Rate degradation on account of flexing of generation
due to AGC actions. A copy of NTPC’s presentation is enclosed at Annexe-III.
POWERGRID Load Despatch & Communication (LD & C) division, who are consultants to POSOCO for the
SCADA/EMS upgradation project, presented the outline of specifications for AGC in the NLDC
upgradation project. The extracts from the specification presented by POWERGRID is enclosed at
Page 1 of 4
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Annexe-IV. It was emphasized by POWERGRID that the AGC signals would be from the Control Centre to
the power station Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) generally located in the switchyard control room. From
this point onward, all signals to the individual generating units needed to be arranged by the power
plant.
One of the SCADA/EMS vendors, M/s OSI gave their presentation through Video Conference from the
United States. A copy of M/s OSI’s presentation is enclosed at Annexe-V.
On the second day, two other SCADA/EMS vendors, M/s Alstom and M/s Siemens gave their
presentations. A copy of these is enclosed at Annexe-VI and Annexe-VII respectively.

3.0

Key Issues discussed and broad consensus reached:

Broad consensus was reached on the following:
i)

Regional Area Control Error (ACE): ACE can be computed based on a regional basis to start with.
The Frequency Response Characteristics (FRC) for different regions could be used for determining
the frequency bias to be used in ACE computations for each region.

ii) Regional Entities under CERC tariff would be under AGC: To start with, Regional Entities under
CERC tariff would be under AGC. If the anticipated CERC order of 55% technical minimum in the
generators is implemented, then more units could be kept on bar. Under normal operating
conditions, there is significant quantum of UnRequisitioned Surplus (URS) in these stations and
therefore no specific reserves need to be earmarked. However on days when URS quantum falls
below a certain level, POSOCO could identify reserves at each station. Schedule beyond a certain
percentage of Declared Capacity (DC) could be restricted on such days to have reserves.
iii) Signal to plant level from the Control Centre will be Delta P or the change in station MW: Signal to
plant level will be in the form of Delta P rather than continuous pulses. The delta P would ordinarily
be for the station as a whole and its further decomposition to unit level would be done at the
power station level. This is a broad guideline; there could be variants for individual power stations
where unit wise Delta P signal could be sent.
iv) Merit order might be ignored initially: So as to cover more units on AGC, merit order could be
ignored. Even in lower variable cost generating units, significant quantum of URS is available which
could be used for AGC.
v) Pilot projects of one in each region in phases: A pilot project in each region could be initiated
covering coal fired and gas based stations. Storage hydro power stations could also be covered
under AGC.
vi) Periodic monitoring of reserves: A process chart has to be prepared for the periodic monitoring of
the reserves at NLDC and RLDCs.
Page 2 of 4
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vii) Inter-Regional tie line flows: The desirable refresh rate for such flows used for working out ACE
should be 4 seconds or better. However to start with this need not be insisted upon.
viii) Neighboring countries also to have AGC: Considering the expanding SAARC grid, a provision for
AGC in neighbouring countries needs to be kept in the Interconnection Agreements.
ix) Blocking AGC under special conditions: All the general conditions under which AGC has to be
blocked have to be listed.
x) Plant level standard specifications for receiving AGC signals: All the plant level standard
specifications for receiving AGC signals and performing the control actions have to be prepared.
This would be covered under pilot project.
xi) Spread Reserves on more units: For better ramping response from the generators, the reserves
have to be spread on more units.
xii) Tie line flows, Frequency and generation are Class ‘A’ telemetry values: Tie line flows, Frequency
and Generation in MW should be branded as class-A telemetry for the purpose of AGC and their
availability/accuracy should be very high. Communication path redundancy and high refresh rates
for these values must be ensured as far as possible. MW values at generator terminal, while
desirable, may not be insisted upon in the initial stage.
xiii) Delinking Deviation pricing from frequency: Deviation pricing has to be delinked from frequency
for incentivizing AGC. Payment to generators under AGC could be made on the basis of actual
generation. It was also felt that higher the deviations by state control areas will result in limited
effectiveness of AGC and therefore state control areas have to minimize deviation from the
schedule.
xiv) Converting AGC signals to scheduled MWh: AGC signals need to be converted into scheduled
MWh for the purpose of deviation accounting unless payment to generators under AGC is made on
the basis of actual generation.
xv) Load forecasting and scheduling: Load forecasting and scheduling have to be implemented,
starting from the State level till National level. This would also ensure correct load following by
generators thereby improving the effectiveness of secondary control.
xvi) Compensation to generators under AGC: Performance Indices for generators under AGC have to
be developed.
xvii) Primary control working and manual secondary control: A working primary control ensures that
the governors are working and are ready to accept a set point change. For manual secondary
control, the speed reference set point of the governor has to be changed. This needs governors be
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operational. In the present context where primary control is generally ineffective on many
generating units, AGC signals would be used to vary the load set point on each unit.

4.0

Next steps:

To implement AGC, a number of organizations have to be involved and the engagement of the
stakeholders needs to be on a continued basis. However for the purpose of confidence building in one
of the key areas in power system improvement, the role of NTPC Ltd. would be crucial. Broad
responsibilities and actions required are tabulated below.
Short term action items
S.NO.

1.

2.

3.

Action item
Develop screens for AGC at National and
Regional level suitable for manual AGC

Responsible Entities
POSOCO (NLDC and RLDCs)

Pilot project on AGC
i)
i) Identify power plants
ii)
ii) Decide the objectives
iii)
iii) Discuss with NTPC on amount of
reserves to be kept on pilot plants
iv) Contracting
and
project
implementation
Ensure Communication to pilot plants

NTPC & POSOCO
NTPC & POSOCO
NTPC & POSOCO

Indicative time line
By 31st March 2016

By 31st March 2017

By 30th Sep 2016

CTU/POWERGRID

Long term action items (beyond 31st March 2017)
S.NO.

Action item

Responsible Entities

1.

Learnings from pilot project

POSOCO & NTPC

2.

Market based approach for Reserves,
Regulations on Reserves covering
technical requirements, payments,
performance indices etc.

CERC, POSOCO, CEA and other stakeholders

3.

AGC software, equipment at power station
end, communication systems etc. for full
fledged country wide AGC

POSOCO, CTU and other stakeholders
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Annexe - II
Details of the plant visit of NTPC Dadri regarding
AGC Pilot
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Automatic Generation Control (AGC) Pilot project –
Action Points after visit to NTPC Dadri on 6th May 2016
1.0

Visit Summary:

A team from POSOCO and POWERGRID visited NTPC Dadri on 6th May 2016. The list of members is
given as Annexe-1. Senior officials of NTPC Dadri welcomed the team. ED NLDC and AGM NLDC
explained that the purpose of the visit is to understand the ground level issues in the
implementation of Automatic Generation Control (AGC) as a pilot project at NTPC Dadri. Executives
of NTPC Dadri from Control and Instrumentation (C&I), Control room, Engineering and other
departments were present. POSOCO gave a small presentation on the present regulations by CERC,
subsequent actions to be taken for implementation and the issues which need to be decided jointly.
Presentation given by NLDC is attached as Annexe-2. Subsequent discussions were made with
different departments regarding the field level implementation of AGC. Main points of the
discussion are mentioned below.

2.0

Points of broad convergence:
1. Delta P signal (change in desired MW) will be transmitted to the power plant viz. NTPC
Dadri Stage-II from the NLDC Control centre through IEC 104 protocol. Delta P magnitude
will be computed by an AGC software to be installed at NLDC, considering the inputs of tie
line flows, frequency and plant wise generation.
2. Discussion was held regarding type of signal (plant-wise or unit-wise) AGC should generate,
so as to finalize the modeling and logic requirement for the AGC software/controller. It was
suggested by NTPC that it should generate signal plant-wise only and let the plant to select
the quantum for each unit based on the State of operation of the generating Unit. Also if
plant has various stages than, AGC signals should be generated stage-wise.
3. The interface with the existing PLC system will be done through hardware (4 mA – 20 mA)
connectivity.
4. NTPC confirmed that they will provide plant level static data of units/plants for the
modeling of AGC software/controller, in the desired format. Format of static data has to be
finalized.
5. Delta P signal has to be calculated from the Area Control Error (ACE) for the Region
(Northern Region). The typical value of ACE for NR is of the order of 1500 MW both up and
down (ACE figures for 4th April available in page 22 of Annex-2). The present pilot plant
under consideration is of 980 MW capacity. The generator may not be able to compensate
for all the NR regional ACE considering the limited reserve available. The AGC software
would scale down the ACE values suitably (value can be decided at the implementation
stage in consultation with NTPC). Other issues like scheduling limit for the plant could also
be decided at this stage so that there is no problem encountered in both regulation up and
regulation down.
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6. Net generation of the generating station (Net MW = Gross MW - Supply to Auxiliaries MW –
Step up Transformer losses MW) are being telemetered to the NLDC control room through
NRLDC and AGC (Up / Down) signal will be subsequently computed based on that.
7. A schematic is provided below as Annexe – 3.
8. Signal to be exchanged between NLDC and Plant would be finalized after detailed discussion
with vendors. However, it was decided to limit the signal from the existing system to the
minimum, only to include critical one, based on the available facility of the existing plant.
9. Stage-I&II of NTPC Dadri do not have common control center hence a master Programmable
Logic Controller (PLC) will be required at the plant level at later stage to receive the AGC
signal from the NLDC on IEC 104 protocol in case it is desired that a single AGC signal is
generated for Dadri.
10. POWERGRID mentioned that nearest available communication equipment is at HVDC Dadri.
POWERGRID further also mentioned that one fiber cable was also laid down from Dadri
HVDC to NTPC switch yard for DTL islanding scheme. In order to extend the signal up to the
master PLC, laying of Fibre Optic cable is required from nearest available communication
equipment (either from HVDC Dadri or NTPC switchyard) to Master PLC is required
depending upon the length of trench and NTPC suitability. However, it was opined that fiber
from Dadri HVDC to Plant will be the better option with minimal interface. Terminal
equipment will be required for establishing the communication channel from NLDC to Dadri.
NTPC also opined that necessary cyber security measure should be ensured as IP based
communication is proposed.
11. The plant PLC will subsequently compute the incremental generation for each unit in the
plant considering availability and machine limits (a multiplexer might be necessary).
12. It was discussed and agreed that ramp rate would be considered as per ancillary services.
Ramp rate was observed to be 25 MW / 3 minutes during a control room operation for one
schedule change for Stage-II power plant.
13. The output of the PLC has to be transformed into a standard 4 mA to 20 mA signal, which
will be transmitted to the unit incremental generation (delta P) control block.
14. Interference of RGMO control block on the unit control with the delta P AGC signal received
is thought to be negligible during load following and considerable during load regulation.
But, it was generally felt both RGMO control block and AGC control should be in service
together for best results, since the purpose of their deployment is different.
15. Reserve margin of some percentage should be kept below the Declared Capacity (DC) while
scheduling.
16. NTPC would provide the block diagram of the Coordinated Master Control scheme (CMC
scheme).
17. After gaining experience in the pilot project, a general procedure can be compiled for AGC
implementation in large scale.
18. A detailed scheme would be prepared and submitted by M/s Siemens Ltd. along with
budgetary estimate once the scheme is broadly finalized.
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Draft Responsibilities for Project Implementation:
S.NO.

Task

Responsibility

1

Pilot AGC software at NLDC

POSOCO

2
3

Data formats and collection
Providing communication from NLDC to
HVDC Dadri and necessary support for
extension of it to Master PLC in Plant.

POSOCO & NTPC
POWERGRID

4

Laying of fibre cable from HVDC, Dadri to
the plant control room, where the
controller is proposed to be located

NTPC

5
6

Installation of Master PLC and Unit Biasing
Overall Project Coordination

NTPC
POSOCO & NTPC

7

Documenting Pilot Project Experience

NTPC & POSOCO
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Annex -1: Attendance from POSOCO and POWERGRID
Name
Sh Aloke Gupta
Sh B N Mishra
Sh R N Pandey
Sh S K Majumdar

Designation
NTPC Dadri
GM O&M-Thermal
GM Operation
GM Maintenance
AGM, EEMG

Sh Gursewak Singh
Sh Sanjay Sen

AGM, C&I
AGM, EMD

Sh B K Chatopadhya

AGM, Operation

Sh MATHEW E KOVOOR
Sh A K Parmanik

AGM, TMD
AGM, C&I

Sh G S MALLICK

AGM, C&I

Sh D K S Rautela
Sh A S Bhogal

AGM, EEMG
AGM, EMD

Sh L K Singh

AGM, OPN
AGM, OPN

Sh N K Sharma
Sh Rajat Roy
Sh Siva Kumar
Sh Nishit Agarwal
Sh B K Bhowmik
Sh Balram Sharma
Sh Munendra Sharma
Sh Karan Tripathi
Sh Abhishek Saxena
Sh Ravi Balana
Sh Lalit Kumar Neeraj
Sh Abhinav Kr Saurav
Sh Rahul Bansal

AGM, C&I
DGM, OPN
DGM, C&I
DGM, EEMG
Sr Manager OPN
Sr Manager EMD
Manager EMD
Manager EEMG
Manager EMD,
Manager EMD
Dy Manager EMD
Dy Manager EMD
NTPC-CC

Sh Somes Bandyopadhyay
Sh P M Sughathan
Sh A K Sinha
Sh Rajiv Khanna
Sh Subhash Thakur
Sh A K Kulshreshtha

AGM(OS-SIIS)
AGM(OS)
AGM(OS-SIIS)
AGM(PE-C&I)
AGM(PE-Elect)
AGM(PE-Mech)
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Name
Sh K V S Baba

Designation
POSOCO
ED, NLDC

Sh P K Agarwal

GM, NRLDC

Sh S R Narasimhan
Sh Debasis De

AGM, NLDC
DGM, NRLDC

Sh K K Jain (Communication)

DGM, NR-1, POWERGRID

Sh Manoj Agarwal
Sh Harish Rathour

DGM, NRLDC
CM, NLDC

Sh Phanisankar Chilukuri

Engineer, NLDC

Sh Rajeev Rajdeva
Sh Rahul Tripathi

Siemens
Manager(C&I), Siemens
Engineer, Siemens
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Annex -2

Automatic Generation Control (AGC)
First Pilot Project at NTPC Dadri
6th May 2016
@ NTPC Dadri
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Related CERC documents
• Roadmap to operationalise Reserves in the country
– 13th October 2015
– http://cercind.gov.in/2015/orders/SO_11.pdf
• Report of the Committee on Spinning Reserves
– 17th September 2015
– http://www.cercind.gov.in/2015/orders/Annexure%20SpinningReseves.pdf
• Central Electricity Regulatory Commission (Ancillary Services
Operations) Regulations, 2015
– 13th August 2015
– http://cercind.gov.in/2015/regulation/Noti13.pdf
– Implemented from: 12th April 2016
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Roadmap to operationalise Reserves in the country
- Salient points…..(1)
• Order dated 13th October 2015
• Detailed procedure to be submitted by POSOCO
• Recommendations of the Committee constituted by
CERC taken into consideration
• Philosophy recommended to be adopted
– Operation at constant frequency target of 50.0 Hz
– with constant area interchange
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Roadmap to operationalise Reserves in the country
- Salient points …..(2)
• Both primary and secondary controls are
essential components for reliable grid operation
• Reserve requirement
– Nodal agency may estimate on day-ahead basis

• Reliable telemetry and communication
• The AGC may be planned to be operationalised
– from 1.4.2017
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Roadmap to operationalise Reserves in the country
- Salient points …..(3)
• For AGC, units as well as load dispatch centres
– To be equipped with necessary communication
infrastructure
– Automated control signals
–from the LDC to the generator
–based on grid conditions
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Roadmap to operationalise Reserves in the country
- Salient points …..(4)
• All generating stations that are regional entities
– must plan to operationalise AGC
– along with reliable telemetry and communication
• by 1st April, 2017.

– This would entail a one time expense
• to install requisite software and firmware
• which could be compensated
– Communication infrastructure
• must be planned by the CTU
• developed in parallel in a cost effective manner
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Roadmap to operationalise Reserves in the country
- Salient points …..(5)
• NLDC /RLDCs and SLDCs
– To be ready with requisite software
– Procedures
• Central Commission advises the State
Commissions
– To issue orders for intra state generators
– In line with this timeline
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Roadmap to operationalise Reserves in the country
- Salient points …..(6)
• Scenario is changing
– margin for reserves is feasible in India
• Regulated framework to be evolved
– In line with the Ancillary Services for identification
and utilization of spinning reserves
– to be implemented with effect from 1.4.2016
• may continue till 31.3.2017
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Roadmap to operationalise Reserves in the country
- Salient points …..(7)
• A market based framework for procuring reserves
– from 1st April 2017
– for achieving greater economy & efficiency in the system
– NLDC to commission a detailed study

• Tertiary control refers to manual change
– in the dispatching and unit commitment
– in order to restore the secondary control reserve
– Ancillary Services Regulation
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Roadmap to operationalise Reserves in the country
- Salient points…..(8)
• Proposed amendment to the Indian Electricity
Grid Code (IEGC)
– in respect of technical minimum
– Ramp up and Ramp down rates
– other important parameters for flexibility through
regulations
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Primary and Secondary Reserves
• Secondary Reserves (centralized approach)
– North
– East
– West
– South
– North East
– Total

:
:
:
:
:
:

800 MW
660 MW
800 MW
1000 MW
363 MW
3623 MW

• Primary Reserves (distributed )
– 4000 MW considering Ultra Mega Power Plant out
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Tertiary Reserves (decentralized)
• All India level
– NR
– WR
– SR
– ER
– NER

:

5218 MW

:
:
:
:
:

1658 MW
1353 MW
1343 MW
857 MW
65 MW

• Reserves to be maintained at intra state level
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>2000 MW
>2500 MW
>3000 MW
>4000 MW
>5000 MW
>6000 MW

97%
92%
87%
71%
51%
32%
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Issues discussed
i. Should reserves be earmarked specifically?
–
–

5000-6000 MW UnRequisitioned Surplus (URS)
Earmark only on days when URS falls to low value
•

Prohibit generation above 95-98% of DC on these days

ii. Should most of the units be wired for AGC?
iii. Need to define Area Control Error (ACE)
– Area Control Error (ACE) = ∆ P + k ∆f
Where ∆ P = (Actual Net Interchange, NIA )– (Scheduled Net
Interchange, NIs )
∆f = (Actual Frequency, FA – Scheduled Frequency, FS) in Hz
k = Frequency Bias of Control Area in MW/Hz, usually with
a negative sign.
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Issues discussed
iv. Automatic Generation Control (AGC) software
–

Implementation at NLDC level
•

–
–
–

Equivalent to five (5) Regional AGCs

Plant wise signals or unit-wise signals
Single point responsibility in case of plant wise signal
Accurate value of ∆P (telemetery errors &
redundancy in measurements)

v. Communication protocols and type of signals
vi. Security Constrained merit order
vii. Day Ahead earmarking of Reserves
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Issues discussed
viii. Commercial treatment of units under AGC
–
–
–
–
–
–

Normal scheduling process
Ancillary Services (AS) despatch schedule
AGC signals and its conversion to schedule
Payment for units under AGC
Commercial treatment of deviations from the schedule
Sufficient incentives for units under AGC

ix. Pilot projects for better understanding
–

Candidate stations in each region
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WORKSHOP ON AGC ORGANIZED ON
19TH AND 20TH JAN 2016, PRESIDED BY
PROF ANJAN BOSE AND ATTENDED BY
CEA, CERC, NTPC AND POSOCO
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Broad Areas of Convergence……..(1)
1. Regional Area Control Error (ACE) would be computed
2. Regional Entities under CERC tariff would be under AGC
–
–

55% technical minimum; more units would be on bar
Schedule beyond a certain percentage of DC

3. Signal to plant level will be Delta P in MW
4. Merit order might be ignored so as to cover more units
5. Pilot projects of one in each region in phases
– (Thermal and Gas – if feasible)
– Web Page display before the generator
6. Periodic monitoring of reserves
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Broad Areas of Convergence………..(2)
7. Inter Regional tie line flows – refresh rate should be 4
seconds or better desirable
8. Advisory to neighboring countries for having AGC
9. Blocking AGC under special conditions
10. Plant level standard specifications for receiving AGC
signals (would be covered under pilot project)
11. Spread Reserves on more units – for better ramping
12. Tie line flows, Frequency & generation are Class ‘A’
telemetry
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Broad Areas of Convergence………..(3)
13. Deviation pricing to be delinked from frequency ??
– Payment to generators on the basis of actual generation?
– Higher the deviations by state control areas; limited
effectiveness of AGC

14. Converting AGC signals to scheduled MWh

15.Load forecasting and scheduling

16.Compensation to generators under AGC
– Performance Indices for generators under AGC
17. Primary Control working over the next two months
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Pilot Project…1
• Scalable Decisions
– Easy to implement on large scale
– Universal

• Document the learnings
– Quick implementation at other places

• Existing facilities Vs. Required Facilities
– List those required

• Digital Control System
– Plant and Unit level Dispatch
27
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Pilot Project…2
• Data Templates
– Required by the AGC software
– Indian requirement

• Communication infrastructure
– from NTPC Dadri till RTU (switchyard?)

• Decide on Protocol
– Delta P
– Analog
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28

Pilot Project…3
• Demarcate the responsibilities
– Vendor specifications
– Timelines
– Funding

• ACE value to AGC signal
– Regulation
– Load Following

29
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Thank you
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Annex-3: Schematic of the Envisaged Pilot Project

AGC software
and hardware at
control center

Firewall
NLDC

NRLDC
NRLDC will be used to create
routed communication from
NLDC to Power plant.

Existing link for communication
from plant to NRLDC via IEC 101
protocol.

IEC 104 will be the protocol
for communication from
Generating Plant to NLDC
Nearest
Communication
Equipment
(HVDC Dadri)
Separate Fibre Optic Cable

Firewall

Master PLC
Plant
PLC-1

Plant
PLC-2

Individual units receive their
respective delta P

Note :
1. Schematic equipment marked in Red are yet to be implemented
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Annexe-III: Technical Specifications of the
AGC Pilot Project
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Technical Specifications for the
Automatic Generation Control (AGC)
Pilot Project at
National Load Despatch Centre (NLDC)
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1. Preface
The proposed AGC pilot project is a starting step in the Automatic Generation Control
(AGC) / Secondary Control operation at the National level in India. Few general points
before reading the technical specifications are given below:
i. The software and hardware solutions that will be proposed shall be flexible to meet
the any unplanned requirements that might appear at the site level (both at NLDC
and Power plant). The software solution shall be capable of honouring the
philosophy of the Decentralized Indian dispatch model with multiple control areas.
ii. Generating Units in different Regions which will be selected under the pilot AGC
might be of different vendor make. It shall be ensured that compatibility issues shall
not interfere with the decision for the selection of the unit to be under AGC to the
maximum extent.
iii. Existing SCADA/EMS at NLDC is of ALSTOM make. Compatibility of the AGC software
with the existing SCADA/EMS system must be ensured in order to integrate these
two systems.
The present scope of work under the proposed AGC pilot project is to supply,
install/commission and configure the hardwares and softwares to be supplied at NLDC
and at the generation plant, identified for providing secondary control through the AGC
pilot project. Scope also includes supplying, installing and establishing the desired
communication system at generating station under the pilot project, in order to extend
the signal from the nearest available communication equipment to the control room of
generating station where DCS systems are installed.
At present only one plant is selected for the AGC pilot project which is at Dadri Stage – II
(at units #3 & #4). However, it may be extended to a maximum of six (6) identified
power plants in different/same region as per the requirement. It is expected that rate
quoted to complete the scope of work defined for this plant level will be considered as
the unit rate to extend it to other five plants, if desired.

2. Control Area Definition
For the AGC pilot project, Indian Power System is divided into six (6) control areas viz.,
Northern Region (NR), Eastern Region (ER), Western Region (WR), Southern Region (SR),
North Eastern Region (NER) and All India (AI). Area Control Error (ACE) calculations in
MW shall be done accordingly from the standard formula. Tie line Bias control will be
adopted most of the time. However, facility shall be provided for adopting ‘only
Frequency control’ mode also. Control area ACE shall be calculated as below:

ACE = A * (Ia - Is) + 10 * Bf * (Fa - 50)
Where
ACE is a Positive value for excess generation
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A = 0 or 1; 0 -> for adopting ‘only Frequency control mode’ and 1 -> for adopting ‘Tie
Line Bias mode’ (user entry)
Ia = Actual net interchange (positive value for export)
Ib = Scheduled net interchange (positive value for export)
Bf = Frequency Bias Coefficient in MW/0.1 Hz (positive value, user entry)
Fa = Actual System Frequency

Note: Delta P signal (in MW) for every plant has to be calculated from the Area Control
Error (ACE) for the Region. The generators selected in the pilot project may not be
able to compensate for the entire Regional ACE considering the limited reserve that
will be made available in the pilot project. Hence, the software shall be capable of
operating in two modes:
i. First mode: The AGC software will scale down the ACE values based on a fixed
percentage (which can be user enterable) and communicate the resulting Delta P
signals to the units considered under AGC, provided that Delta P (MW) signals are
below the predefined limits (user enterable).
ii. Second mode: The set points shall be calculated considering all the available
generators of the Region and communicate the corresponding set points to the
selected generation stations placed on Automatic Generation Control mode. The
Delta P signals calculated for the rest of the generators not under AGC may be
displayed at NLDC only for monitoring purpose.

3. Functional Requirements
A proposed indicative schematic diagram as per the scope of work envisaged under the
pilot project is given as Fig.1 in section 3.7.

3.1. Requirements at NLDC
The proposed AGC system at NLDC shall consist of the necessary desired softwares
including AGC software and server(s) (which shall handle all the necessary blocks of
the AGC system architecture), suitable User Interface (Operator UI for Data Modelling
and to display the results and generate reports), Router, Firewall, LAN switches (to
connect all the necessary hardware at NLDC end) etc. List of softwares/ hardwares are
mentioned in BoQ. However, if it is felt that some additional softwares/ hardwares will
be required to meet the scope, the same may be intimated while submitting bidding
documents with price. After the award of LOA if any additional softwares/ hardwares
are required, owner will not pay any amount on that head.
i.

The AGC system shall exchange required real - time data like tie line flows, Grid
Frequency, Area Control Error (ACE), Generating unit status, schedule and actual
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generation, tie line circuit breaker status, control area summary etc. from the
existing SCADA/EMS system at NLDC.
ii.

The set points shall be calculated on the basis of static data configured in AGC
system, Unit real-time data parameters, Interchanges considered for AGC system
and Unit Regulating Ranges. Further, these set points shall be communicated to
the Plant Operation Area over IEC 104 protocol, where the set points will be
transferred to Control Logic Unit and further processed to be transferred to Unit
DCS system.

iii. The proposed AGC system shall be able to exchange data with NLDC SCADA/EMS
system and Control Logic Unit (to be installed at generating stations). It shall also
collect analog and digital data from the unit DCS system through Control Logic
Unit.
iv. Other desired parameters like available secondary reserve etc. shall be calculated
based on Declared Capacity of generating unit (available from SCADA/EMS). Other
static data required for modelling generating station/generators like ramp rates,
droop factors, capability curves etc. needed to arrive at a required generation set
point every few seconds, will be provided. The detailed modelling philosophy of
Generating Units shall be decided during engineering phase on case to case basis.
v.

It is proposed to establish necessary ICCP communication link with the existing
SCADA system at NLDC with the proposed AGC system for necessary data
exchange. The creation of ICCP link at the existing SCADA system will be the
responsibility of the vendor.

vi. Modelling of generating units and desired static data for the generators
participating in AGC operation and real-time data like Analog & Digital required
for successful implementation of AGC from SCADA system.
vii. The AGC system shall also have the ability to execute in open loop i.e. without
sending control signals to the generating units. Manual ON/OFF feature for AGC
shall also be available. In the ‘monitor only mode’, it is expected that AGC system
will generate and display the set point for all the central sector plants of the
region (which are not considered this AGC pilot project).
viii. In the economic dispatch feature, some default ‘must need’ data of the vendor
software may not be relevant to Indian Power System Economics context, and
they might need to be replaced by derived values. This has to be discussed during
the engineering phase. Different kind of economic data like a single variable cost
of generation and heat rate degradation compensations for MW derating etc.
need to be used in place of the standard format cost data and pre-defined
tolerances while forming the cost curves for economic dispatch.
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3.2. Requirements at Generating Station
i.

Integration of proposed Control Logic Unit at plant with the existing unit DCS of
the Generating Station participating in AGC and AGC system at NLDC.

ii.

The control logic unit proposed under the pilot project shall be capable of
developing logical algorithms which will support in calculating unit level set point
based on the signal (delta P of the plant) received from AGC installed at NLDC and
the vital parameters of the plant/generating station, which shall be user
configurable. The proposed programmable control logic unit shall be programmed
for close loop operation on local level. Control logic unit shall also be programmed
to restrict Delta P (MW) signals below the predefined limits (user enterable) at the
plant level.

iii. The control logic unit can also support bidirectional exchange of data with control
centre, if required. The unit set points calculated by AGC system shall be sent to
Unit specific DCS system (in the form of 4-20 mA/pulse output) via control logic
unit over standard protocols.
iv. The detailed modelling philosophy of Generating Units shall be decided during
engineering phase on case to case basis. All the required data templates to collect
the necessary parameters from Generating Stations/Units shall be submitted to
POSOCO well in advance in order to collect it from plants.

3.3. AGC Control Selection
i.

The power plant DCS has control on the “AGC Control Status” Point. If the “AGC
Control Status” is set to “On”, the Power plant ÀGC control system should be able
to receive the input from AGC server, NLDC as “Desired MW Set point”.

ii.

If the “AGC Control Status” is set to “Off”, the power plant DCS is considered to be
under local control and should ignore the “Desired MW Set point”. A calculation
function in the AGC Server at NLDC will update the power plant DCS , Desired MW
set point periodically to equal the Generating unit current MW output every 30
seconds even though this set point will be ignored by the power plant DCS .

iii. Internal AGC failure where the AGC control mode is returned to Manual, the
power plant DCS automatically shall trip back to local control and no longer
responds to AGC MW set points.

3.4. AGC or SCADA/Communications Failure
For the loss of SCADA or communications between NLDC and the power plant, the
Power plant DCS shall trip the AGC Control Status back to local, until the
communications have been re-established with NLDC. During this period the power
plant DCS shall be under local control. For an internal failure of AGC, or if there are
repeated control or response failures between AGC server at NLDC and the Power
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plant, AGC will automatically switch back to “Manual” mode. When this occurs the
Power plant DCS shall be under local control until AGC control can be re-established
by AGC server, NLDC.

3.5. Reporting Features
The AGC software may have at least these features for reporting:
i.

Reserve monitoring outputs, percentage of reserve under usage along with time
period reports.

ii.

Actual and schedule generation in net MWh, cumulative for required periods.

iii. With Load Forecast, Schedule and other SCADA/EMS data as inputs, the software
shall provide the total reserve requirement for all the control areas and the
economic allocation of reserves on all the plants available under AGC.

3.6. Communication requirements at Generating Station
Communication from the NLDC (where AGC system will be installed) to nearest substation adjacent to generation station (which will participate in AGC) is available.
However, communication from nearest sub-station (in this case HVDC Dadri) to
control room of generation station, where DCS system is installed, is not available. In
order to extend the signal from NLDC to DCS system, communication between these
portions needs to be established. For the ease of integration, establishment of
communication between nearest sub-station (HVDC Dadri) to control room of
generation station is also covered under the scope of vendor as per the BoQ.
Communication shall be extended from the Ethernet port of SDH equipment placed at
HVDC Dadri, POWERGRID to HVDC Dadri through redundant Network switches.
Physical redundancy of the physical Fibre optic (FO) cables (these FO cables will be laid
in GI conduit and HDPE pipe) from HVDC Dadri to the control room of NTPC Dadri has
been envisaged. Total estimated length of cable and other equipments are listed in
attached BoQ.
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3.7. Schematic of the Envisaged Pilot Project

Fig.1. Schematic of the Pilot Project
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4. General Requirements
4.1. Rates
Firm and fixed within duration of the contract without any deviation.

4.2. Bid evaluation
i.

List of softwares/ hardwares are mentioned in BoQ, however, if it has been felt
that some additional softwares/ hardwares will be required to meet the entire
scope of work, same may be intimated while submitting bidding documents with
price. After the award of LOA if any additional softwares/ hardwares are required,
owner will not pay any amount on that head.

ii.

Comprehensive AMC will be optional and if required, it can be availed. However,
while evaluating the total liability of the pilot project this will be considered into
account.

4.3. Work Schedule
1. 04 (four) months from date of issuance of Letter of Award for supply, testing and
commissioning of proposed system.
2. Comprehensive AMC (CAMC) of the supplied system for a minimum period of one
year after the defect liability period (warranty). CAMC will be optional and if
required, it can be availed.

4.4. Defect Liability Period (Warranty)
The defect liability period is for 12 months, the period commences from the date of
commissioning of the entire scope of work envisaged under the pilot project along
with the approved certificate from the Engineer-in-charge or his/her authorized
representative. During this period the vendor shall be responsible for any repairs or
replacement of any defective part and shall rectify the installation free of cost to the
owner. All the changes related to softwares/configurations shall be done by the
vendor in order to successful operation of AGC pilot project.

4.5. Annual Maintenance Contract
Comprehensive Annual Maintenance Contract is optional and if required it can be
availed at pre-agreed price and terms & conditions. Provision to extend the AMC for
one more year at same terms & condition may also be kept. During the period of
contract vendor shall be responsible for all type of hardwares/softwares related
issues. Any change in configurations/modeling arising due to the change in
requirements, support in this regard shall also be provided by the vendor.
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4.6. Payment Terms
1. For Supply, Testing and Commissioning: 100% payment will be made after
successful commissioning and testing of the system and after verification by
Engineer-in-charge.
2. For AMC: Payment shall be released on quarterly basis after the completion of
every quarter and after verification by Engineer-in-charge.
3. Tax shall be deducted at source as per the statutory laws.

4.7. Response Time
All break down call to be attended to within a response time of 4 Hours (24x7) from
lodging the complaint. Vendor shall submit the escalation matrix for the same.

4.8. Penalty Clause
i. System shall be supplied, tested and commissioned within four months of
acceptance of Letter of Award (LOA). Delay thereafter will be considered to levy
penalty as per the company policy.
ii. System shall be kept healthy all time and shall be available for 99.9% of the time.
Any decrease in availability during the quarter may lead to deduction of 5% amount.

4.9. Cancellation of Contract in Full or Part
a) If vendor fails to deliver the services as per the scope of the work detailed in this
LOA, due to any lapse from the vendor side, POSOCO reserves the right to cancel
the order. In the case of termination / cancellation of the order, the vendor will not
be entitled to recover from POSOCO any amount by way of damages, loss or
otherwise.
b) Owner shall have right to terminate the CAMC contract by giving one month
advance notice to vendor, balance amount of AMC will be paid on pro rata basis.

4.10. Co-ordination with site
Under the pilot project equipments are to be commissioned at NLDC and at
Generation station. For the ease of execution of work, both POSOCO and NTPC shall
be responsible for all the coordination work and certification of work for the
respective site.
i.

For AGC system envisaged for NLDC:
National Load Despatch Centre (NLDC), POSOCO,
B-9, Qutab Institutional Area, Katwaria Sarai, New Delhi-110016.

ii.

For systems envisaged at Generating Stations:
NTPC-Dadri, Vidyut Nagar-201008, Dist. Gautambudhnagar, Uttar Pradesh
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5. Bill of quantity
List of items, quantities and services assessed for AGC Pilot Project
Description

Sl. No.

Unit

Quantity

1. At NLDC Control Centre
A. Software

1.
2.

AGC software
Lot
Softwares required to integrate the proposed system Lot
under pilot project with existing SCADA/EMS system
and DCS system at generation station. New system
shall exchange the data between these systems in
order to perform AGC as per the defined scope.

1
1

B. Computer System and Hardware in Control Centre

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Server (s) to install all the desired softwares
No.
Workstation
No.
Router cum firewall
No.
Layer 2 LAN switch – 8 port
No.
Rack
No.
Any other hardware/software required to complete
the proposed work.
2. At Generator end for every Generation Station selected to be under AGC

1
1
1
1
1

C. Software at Plant location

9.

Control Logic Software

Lot

1

No.
No.

1
1

Lot

1

D. Hardware at Plant location

10.
11.
12.

Control Logic Unit
Router cum firewall
Any other hardware/software required to complete
the proposed work.

E. Engineering Services, implementation and testing.

3. Communication portion at Generating Station end
13.
Single mode Fiber Optic Cable having minimum 12
cores
14.
Network Switch, 16 port
- having minimum 6 FO ports and other Ethernet
ports
15.
GI conduit (25 mm) and HDPE pipe
16.
Associated LIU (line interface unit) and patch cords
17.
Cost for laying, saddling & fixing cables
18.
Transportation, Insurance and Commissioning services
4. Maintenance Charges
A. Guaranteed Availability Period
B. Annual Maintenance Charge (is optional, if required it
can be availed)

Km

6

Nos

4

Km
Lot
lot
Lump sum

6
1
1
1

Lot
Lot

1
1
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Note:
1. Bid by the vendor shall include the cost for the hardware and software of the AGC
system at NLDC and the cost for AGC system generating plant.
2. List of softwares/hardwares are mentioned in BoQ. However, if it is felt that some
additional softwares/hardwares will be required to meet the entire scope, same may
be intimated while submitting bidding documents with price. Owner will not pay for
any additional softwares/hardwares required after the award of LOA.
3. Quantity defined under communication is considering the FO length of approximate
6 km, however, payment will be made on actual at pro-rata basis.
4. It is expected that rate quoted to complete the scope of work defined for this plant
level will be considered as the unit rate to extend it to other five plants, if desired.
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Annexe-V: Results of the
AGC Mock Test
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AGC Pilot Project at NTPC Dadri Stg-II
Report of the Mock Test conducted
on 29th June 2017
Pioneering Experience
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List of Acronyms used and meaning
• ULSP : Unit Load Set Point of NTPC Dadri Stg-II (Gross Set Point including
auxiliary power consumption)
• NR Scaled ACE: ACE of the Northern Region scaled by a value of ~30
(user entry), because entire Northern Region ACE will be too high for
Dadri alone.
• Delta P : AGC correction wrt ULSP Schedule (eg. Delta P is 20 MW means
Regulation Up signal of 20 MW is given above the ULSP schedule by
AGC)
• Dadri Stg-II Plant: has 2 units (unit -5 &6, 2x490 MW)
• AGC Remote: NTPC DCS accepts AGC signal sent by NLDC
• AGC Local: NTPC DCS does not accept AGC signal sent by NLDC
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AGC ON/OFF
tested for 4
minutes from
1847 to 1851 hrs

Actual generation following the
ULSP schedule before AGC
correction
AGC in local mode

Unit 6 taken
into AGC
Remote at
1741 hrs

Unit 5 taken into
AGC Remote at
1814 hrs
Total Plant
under AGC

Dadri Stg-II total
Plant actual
generation
following the
AGC Set point

Mock Test
finished at
1910 hrs
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ACE +ve = NR Surplus
ACE –ve = NR Deficit

AGC Correction +ve = Reg Up
AGC Correction -ve = Reg Down

Variation of AGC correction (Delta P) wrt NR Scaled Area Control Error
AGC Correction Restricted to +/- 50 MW (Maximum Spinning Reserve utilization from NTPC Dadri Stg-II)

AGC ON/OFF
tested for 4
minutes from
1847 to 1851 hrs

AGC in local mode

Unit 6 taken
into AGC
Remote at
1741 hrs

Unit 5 taken into
AGC Remote at
1814 hrs
Total Plant
under AGC

Mock Test
finished at
1910 hrs
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General
• NTPC and POSOCO (NRLDC and NLDC) met at NTPC
Dadri before the AGC Mock test
• Presentation made by POSOCO regarding
implementation philosophy
• Concerns raised by NTPC regarding frequent
change in load set point may be detrimental to the
plant
• NTPC reported smooth operation during the test
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Effect of RGMO
• Presently Grid Frequency is frequently out of the dead band
(+/- 0.03 Hz)

• RGMO signal is given directly to the Turbine Governor
• AGC signal passes through Coordinated Boiler and Turbine
controls and reaches the Turbine Governor
• If Grid Frequency is out of dead band interaction between
secondary (AGC) and primary (RGMO) is inevitable
(sometimes on the positive side and some times on the
negative side)
• If Grid Frequency stabilizes to 50 Hz within dead band, then
interaction of RGMO and Secondary Control will be
minimized.
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Interaction with RGMO

Plant taken into AGC
Remote at 1814 hrs
RGMO
switched ON
at 1900 hrs

Mock test
completed at
1910 hrs
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Ramp rate of the AGC Set Point
• Ramp rate limit was set at 10 MW/min
• Change in Set point will be processed with this rate
by the AGC software
• Set Point was sent every 2 seconds to the plant
• Ramp rate honoured while giving signals
• Temporary instantaneous deviations in adhering to the
ramp rate by the control mechanism for 5% of the time
• Smoothened out by NLDC AGC, NTPC Digital Control System
and the natural boiler/turbine response

• 2 minute average ramp rate of the set point is 100%
below the limit given (10 MW/min)
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Automatic Generation Control (AGC)
Pilot Project
Implementation Philosophy

29th June 2017
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Region considered as an Area for secondary control
ACE = (Ia - Is) + 10 * Bf * (Fa - 50)
NORTHERN
REGION
NORTHEASTERN
REGION

Eastern
REGION

WESTERN
REGION

SOUTHERN
REGION

•

 Ia = Actual net interchange, negative for NR
EASTERN
meaning import by NR
REGION
 Is= Scheduled net interchange, negative for NR
meaning import by NR
 Bf = Frequency Bias Coefficient in MW/0.1 Hz,
positive value
 Fa = Actual System Frequency
 ACE positive means NR is surplus and NR
internal generation has to back down
 ACE negative means NR is deficit and NR
internal generation has to increase
Tie line bias mode and Frequency biasPageonly
104 mode
both possible

Scaling the ACE value
• NTPC Dadri stg-II alone cannot compensate the whole
Northern Region ACE
• Interchange scaled using a factor of 15, changeable
– Nearly 15 stations available for AGC in NR
• 50 MW will be the maximum Spinning Reserve utilization
• Beyond 50 MW NR Scaled ACE
– Entire 50 MW spinning Reserve will be utilized from NTPC
Dadri stg-II
• Utilization restricted to 50 MW
– Regulation limits in the Spectrum 7 software
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Technical Specifications

New
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Data Flow in AGC Project
AGC console at
NTPC

Back-up
NLDC
SCADA

AGC On/OFF
AGC Set point
Scaled ACE
ICCP

NR-IR Schedule
NR-IR Actual
Frequency

AGC Local/Remote
Unit Load Set Point
Actual Generation
Circuit Breaker Status

AGC System at
NLDC

IEC 104 Protocol

Factor

AGC RTU
at NTPC

AGC Set point
AGC Local/Remote
Unit Load Set Point
Actual Generation
Circuit Breaker Status

DeltaP
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NTPC DCS

Control block diagram at NLDC
Unit Load Set
Point schedule
total from unit
5 &6

ACE
•
•
•
•
•
•

PI controller and
Limiters
Integration time constant = 80s
Small signal Proportional time constant = 0.5s
Large signal Proportional time constant = 0.5s
Regulation Limits = +/- 50 MW
Plant limit = 980 MW
Ramp rate = 10 MW/min for Plant

Plant Set Point
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Communication block diagram
Setpoint

AGC Database
in the IMM

SCADA
Database in the
IMM

IMM : Information Model Management
IFS: Independent Front End Server
ICCP : Inter Control Centre Protocol
RTU: Remote Terminal Unit

ICCP of NLDC
SCADA &
IFS before sending
towards NTPC RTU
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Sample dashboard
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AGC set point from NLDC AGC
using ACE, ULSP, tuned
parameters, limits etc.

PC with provision to
enter AGC unit biasing
manually, if needed

P Schedule (Back up)

A1
AGC RTU at Plant with
algorithm to produce
final unit wise set points

Unit DCS
Inputs from the two unit DCS:
ULSP of the generator for the
present time block and
breaker status

P Schedule (main)

NLDC

PAGC Setpoint (Back up)

PAGC Setpoint total (main)

A2

B1, B2

Unit 1
Max Load Set
point

Unit 2
NTPC

Unit Capability

Min Load Set
point

Turbine Control

NTPC side Block diagram

Boiler Control
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Rules fed in NTPC RTU
• AGC correction (Delta P) calculated in RTU as
Delta P = Set point sent by NLDC – ULSP of plant

• Check Delta P limits
– If Delta P > 50 MW, Delta P = 50 MW
– If Delta P < -50 MW, Delta P = -50 MW

• If one link goes down, switch to another
• Multiply the Delta P by the factor entered by NTPC
operator
– Divide the Delta P amongst the two units

• Send the AGC correction (Delta P)
– To individual NTPC unit DCS
– Hardwired
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Output limit checks
• 50 MW utilization of Spinning Reserve
• Plant Ramp rate (~ 10 MW/min) honoured while giving DeltaP
signals
• Difference between two successive values of Delta P
– Max(Delta (Delta P)) = 1MW
– After tuning of controllers
– Taken care of by the Ramp application at NLDC
• Unit Capabilities checked at Plant end
– Maximum MW limit
– Mill availability and Spinning Reserve in real time as declared on
paper
• If (Unit Capability – 50 – ULSP) < 0, then start an extra mill,
indication at NTPC.
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NTPC DCS snapshot
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Sample performance plots
0000hrs of 10th June 2017 to 0000hrs of 12th June 2017
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Load following performance
• Plant ramp rate is comparable to the Scaled ACE ramp rate
during normal situations
– Average standard deviation of 5 minute NR ACE for
September and October is around 150 MW.
– Average standard deviation of 10s NR ACE for September
and October is around 10 MW.
• With more number of units under AGC load following will
improve in future
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Account data from NTPC and NLDC
• Exercise done for sanity checking of accounting data
• Data for 15 minutes average
– Collected from both NLDC and NTPC Dadri stg-II

•
•
•
•

Data was from 00 hrs of 10th June to 00 hrs of 12th June 2017
Delta P data was plotted for comparison
10th -12th June’17 were predominantly ‘Regulation Down’ days
Block wise AGC MWh computed
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Comparison graph
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Payment for Energy & Incentive
• Variable cost of Dadri Stg-II available
• Block wise data
– For both Up and Down regulation
• Payment for energy
– For AGC MWh generated during a block
• Payment @ variable charges plus markup 50ps to Dadri from
the NR DSM pool

– For AGC MWh reduced during a time block
• Dadri pays @ variable charges to the NR DSM pool
• Incentive of 50ps earned by Dadri during down regulation
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DSM after AGC
• Deviation in MWh for every time block
• MWh deviation = (Actual MWh) - (Scheduled MWh) - (AGC MWh)

• AGC MWh can be positive or negative
– Block wise data available
• Actual MWh and Scheduled MWh will be always positive
• Would be settled as per the existing DSM Regulations
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Thank you
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Annexe-VI: List of Regional Entity
Generators and their details
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List of Regional Entity Generators
Below list is created to practically estimate the approximate generation available for AGC
and to estimate the rough distance of the unit control rooms from the nearest wide band
nodes.

Northern region

S.No.

Generator

Installed Capacity

Distance
from nearest
wide band
node to the
unit control
room

1

Singrauli STPS

2000 MW

500m

2

Rihand I STPS

1000 MW

1000m

3

Rihand II STPS

1000 MW

1000m

4

Rihand III STPS

1000 MW

1500m

5

Dadri I STPS

840 MW

1000m

6

Dadri II STPS

980 MW

1000m

7

Unchahar I TPS

420 MW

500m

8

Unchahar II TPS

420 MW

1000m

9

Unchahar III TPS

210 MW

1000m

10

ISTPP (Jhajjhar)

1500 MW

1000m

11

Dadri GPS

830 MW

1000m

12

Anta GPS

419 MW

600m

13

Auraiya GPS

663 MW

100m

14

Dadri Solar

5 MW

1000m

15

Unchahar Solar

10 MW

1000m

16

Singrauli Solar

15 MW

1000m

17

KHEP

800 MW

1500m

18

NAPS

440 MW

19

RAPS- B

440 MW

20

RAPS- C

440 MW

21

Chamera I HPS

540 MW

1500m

22

Chamera II HPS

300 MW

450m

23

Chamera III HPS

231 MW

200m

24

Bairasuil HPS

180 MW

>30 km

25

Salal-HPS

690 MW

40m

26

Tanakpur-HPS

94 MW

>30km
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S.No.

Generator

Installed Capacity

Distance
from nearest
wide band
node to the
unit control
room

27

Uri-I HPS

480 MW

>30km

28

Uri-II HPS

240 MW

>30km

29

Dhauliganga-HPS

280 MW

2000m

30

Dulhasti-HPS

390 MW

>30km

31

Sewa-II HPS

120 MW

>30km

32

Parbati 3 HEP

520 MW

>30km

33

NJ HEP

1500 MW

2000m

34

Rampur HEP

412 MW

100m

35

Tehri HPS

1000 MW

100m

36

Koteshwar HPS

400 MW

1000m

37

Bhakra HPS

1379 MW

38

Dehar HPS

990 MW

39

Pong HPS

396 MW

40

ALLAIN DUHANGAN HPS(IPP)

192 MW

41

KARCHAM WANGTOO HPS(IPP)

1000 MW

>30km

42

Malana Stg-II HPS

100 MW

>30km

43

Shree Cement TPS

300 MW

44

Budhil HPS(IPP)

70 MW
25236 MW
(17465 MW feasible)

Total Generation NR

>30km
23 km total

Western Region

S.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Generator
Korba-I&II
Korba-III
Vindhyachal-I
Vindhyachal-II
Vindhyachal-III
Vindhyachal-IV

Installed Capacity
2100 MW
500 MW
1260 MW
1000 MW
1000 MW
1000 MW

Distance from nearest wide
band node to the unit
control room
200m
200m
1000m
800m
2000m
5000m
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7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

Vindhyachal-V
Sipat-I
Sipat-II
Mouda-I
Sasan
Mundra
NSPCL
Kakrapar
Tarapur I NPP
Tarapur-II NPP
Kawas GPS
Gandhar GPS
E-Bid RGPPL GPS
SSP HEP
Mouda-II
Essar Mahan
Vandana Vidyut
Balco
JP Nigrie
Lanco
KSK Mahnadi
Jindal Stg-1
Jindal Stg-2
DCPP
Korba West
DBPower
EMCO
ACBIL+ Spectrum+MCPL
Dhariwal
SKS
RKM
MB Power
GMR Chhattisgarh
DGEN
Jhabua

Total Generation WR

500 MW
1980 MW
1000 MW
1000 MW
3960 MW
4150 MW
500 MW
440 MW
320 MW
1080 MW
656 MW
657 MW
1000 MW
1450 MW
500 MW
600 MW
135 MW
1200 MW
1320 MW
600 MW
1200 MW
1000 MW
1800 MW
540 MW
600 MW
1200 MW
600 MW
620 MW
300 MW
0 MW
720 MW
1200 MW
1370 MW
1200 MW
600 MW
42858 MW
(~ 23000MW feasible with 27km)

5000m
3000m
3000m
800m
600m
Not available
>30km
1500m
23km
20km
600m
>30km
>30km
200m
800m
219km
Not available
25km
700m
32km
27km
259km
1km
Not available
1000m
Not available
29km
56km
396km
29km
500m
247km
66km
106km
66km
>34000 MW feasible
with >183 km
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Southern Region
S.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Generator
Ramagundam,NTPC
Neyveli TPS II
Neyveli TPS I (EXP)
Madras APS
Kaiga STGI NPP
Kaiga STG II NPP
Neyveli TPS II (EXP)
Talcher II, NTPC
Simhadri II, NTPC
Kudankulam NPS
Vallur
NTPL
LKPPL STG1
LKPPL STG2
Simhapuri
Meenakshi
Coastal Energen
TPCIL
IL&FS
SGPL (NCC)
Total Generation SR

Installed Capacity
2600 MW
1470 MW
420 MW
440 MW
440 MW
440 MW
500 MW
2000 MW
1000 MW
2000 MW
1500 MW
1000 MW
366 MW
368 MW
600 MW
300 MW
1200 MW
1320 MW
1200 MW
660 MW
19824 MW
(>19000 MW feasible with >12km)

Distance from nearest wide
band node to the unit
control room
3400m
1000m
1200m
0
200m
200m
1000m
800m
1200m
800m
600m
100m
50m
50m
100m
100m
Pending
200m
200m
150m
~ 12km

Eastern Region
S.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Generator
Farakka STPS - I & II
Farakka STPS – III
Kahalgaon STPS - I
Kahalgaon STPS - II
Barh STPS - I & II
BRBCL Nabinagar
Talcher STPS – I
Teesta V HEP
Rangit HEP
Kurichu HEP
Tala HEP

Installed Capacity
1600 MW
500 MW
840 MW
1500 MW
1320 MW
250 MW
1000 MW
510 MW
60 MW
60 MW
1020 MW

Distance from nearest
wide band node to the
unit control room
2500m
2500m
1500m
1500m
2000m
>83km
800m
500m
600m
Need to access in due
course as these belongs
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S.No.
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
23
24

Generator
Chukha HEP
Dagachu HEP
MPL
APNRL
GMR
JITPL
Ind Bharat EUL
Chuzachen HEP
Jorethang HEP
Teesta-III HEP
Dikchu
Talcher Solar
Total Generation

Installed Capacity
336 MW
126 MW
1050 MW
540 MW
1050 MW
1200 MW
350 MW
110 MW
96 MW
1200 MW
96 MW
10 MW
14824 MW (includes 1542 MW of Bhutan)
(around 8000 MW feasible with 8.4 km)

Distance from nearest
wide band node to the
unit control room
to Bhutan
33km
300m
>31km
>90km
>66km
22km
28km
>48km
>33KM
>1km
5402 MW with 434 km
(Excluding Bhutan)

North Eastern Region
S.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Distance from nearest
wide band node to the unit
Generator
Installed Capacity
control room
15km
Khandong+Kopili Stage-II HEP
75 MW
30m
Kopili HEP
200 MW
>30km
Kathalguri GPS
291 MW
35km
Loktak HEP
105 MW
250m
AGTCCPP
130 MW
>30km
Doyang HEP
75 MW
>30km
Ranganadi HEP
405 MW
>30km
Palatana CCPP
726 MW
3500m
BgTPP
500 MW
2307 MW
1010 MW feasible with 54
Total Generation
(830 MW feasible with 4 km)
km
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Annexe-VII : Plant wise duration
curves
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NER
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ER
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NR
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SR
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WR
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Annexe VIII: Frequency profile over the
years since 2013
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Frequency Profile
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Frequency Profile
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Frequency Profile
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